
Yupo: plastic paper (polypropylene), smooth, brilliant white, ph-neutral, non-buckling, non-absorbent, 
no need to stretch, durable, 100% recyclable (#5), with superior ink adhesion for printing. Comes in 
three weights for artists: heavy (144 lb.), medium (74 lb.) and light (68 lb.). Available in white sheets 
(20x26,  26x40, 23x25-light only), rolls and pads. A translucent 23x25 sheet is also available in 3 
weights.

Suppliers: Aselʼs Art Supply; online: Dick Blick, Jerryʼs Artarama; Daniel Smith; Cheap Joeʼs; Amazon;  
etc. Made by Yupo America (http://www.yupousa.com ).

Best videos are those by George James. http://www.georgejameswatercolor.com/

Some of his techniques: lifting and lightening with facial tissue; using sponge rollers to blend, 
“smoothʼ, lighten & lift; spattering and spraying with water, then using tissue to lift back to white; 
positive and negative stamping; using heavy application of paint then lifting part back to transparent

Tips on Yupo Painting

--from http://www.yupopaperpainting.com/ by Sandrine Pelissier

Yupo paper is a synthetic water resistant paper. When used with watercolor, your paint will dry only by  
evaporation and there will be no absorption by your paper (as would be with regular watercolor 
paper). Yupo will allow very nice textures to form while the paint is drying (much like smooth water 
color paper or illustration board). With yupo paper, the most influential element is water.
• diluted watercolor paint in watercolor will dry making nice textures and a darker outline, you can see 

them on that detail of a painting. 
• If the paint runs too fast on your paper you can slow it down by adding some soap .
• You can layer watercolors on yupo , but it's tricky, you have to be very careful of not letting your 

brush go two times on the same place, it would disturb the paint. Let the paint dry completely before 
trying.

• Layering acrylics is easier -- recommend adding gel medium, it will make them adhere more on the 
paper. You can also add gel medium to your watercolors.

• One of the main advantage of Yupo paper is that it will let you easily remove any paint. 
If the paint is still wet, any tissue, thirsty brush or Q-tip will work. If the paint is dry just re-wet the 
areas you want to remove. 

• For the dark areas on your painting use watercolor paint almost direct from the tube. Then use a 
clean new tissue paper on the still wet area you just painted to add some transparency to the dark.

• Spraying alcohol on wet paint will work great on yupo paper.
• You can use acrylics and mixed media on yupo.

Yupo Painting Techniques by Deborah Hall
http://www.ehow.com/way_5557179_yupo-painting-techniques.html

Preserving Your Watercolor on Yupo

• Frame under glass or plexiglass OR
• Because Yupo is plastic, it can be framed without glass. Spray your painting 3 or 4 times with 

Golden UV Archival Spray or Krylon Crystal Clear or Kamar Varnish. Follow safety precautions.
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